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The mystery begins
In this story the evil villain lives in his
moms basement. He doesn't have any
money but he was good in science.
Pretty soon he got a nasty idea. I’ll
create a time machine and then steal
artifacts. Well our villain was smart in
science but not smart enough to know
why this was a horrible idea. If he went
back in time he could change the face
of our planet. Once he was done with
his time machine he used it several
times. pretty soon he bought a
mansion. The American spy force was
curious. Our villain had covered the the
time machine. So they didn’t know
how what was happening. A few days
later they got a detection that somebody was time traveling. The boss of
the company sent the spy’s the coordinates. They rushed to the scene. And
found something unexpected. Some-

body was buying gold in the gold rush. Right when they were
about to get him he traveled back suddenly their boss joined
them. I come to help on this case she said. The best way to capture this criminal. was to hide in his basement until he came back
to get something from the past. They all fell asleep they woke up
from step sounds. they rushed into action. He was just about to
buy an Action Comics 1. They grabbed him and put him in hand
cuﬀs. They had caught the evil villain. They identified him his
name was Bob. They sent him to the slammer and had a party.
The time traveling mystery was over!

CASE CLOSED!
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Hi am Anthony I am the author of this book. If you would like
to see the meet the director for the movie click play above. I
hope you enjoyed the book and go check out my movie at
http://vimeo.com/channels/discoverytech/ one of my favorite
activities is fishing I live near Raleigh in Apex. Bye.
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